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Chain Up the Sun is available October 13th on The Native Sound. 
 
In 2016, Neaux emerged into the scene, bringing Sierra Kay (ex-VersaEmerge) back onto the microphone 
with Nick Fit (ex-Trash Talk) at her side. The band return with their follow-up titled Chain Up the Sun, 
giving new life to their dreamy, atmospheric sound. 
 
After spending years entangled in a more polished music scene, Kay, 26, found herself at her limit. After 
VersaEmerge quietly dissipated, Kay questioned her future in music. But despite this, Neaux offered the 
perfect creative outlet to let her ideas flow naturally. 
 
The band came together after Kay and Fit (guitar) reconnected over social media. Fit, who Kay met years 
before on tour, began sending Kay a series of demos with enough personality to pique her interest. “I 
didn’t really want to make music anymore,” she recalled. “But I still wanted to make shitty music.” 
 
Neaux dance along the lines between noisy garage rock and dreamy pop, layering different textures and 
tones. Their 2016 debut Fell Off the Deep End swishes together Fit’s snarling guitars with washed out 
drums, laying the malleable groundwork for their sound. Amidst the chaos, Kay’s powerful vocals 
effortlessly punch holes through the walls of sound, sprinkling warmth over the ensemble. The band 
sidestep the woes of being placed in genre bubbles by simply focusing on playing music they love. “I’m 
not a really good genre person,” laughed Kay. “I like to fuck it all up. It’s all just self-gratification in a 
way.” 
 
Neaux’s new single, “Stuck Like A…,” recounts Kay’s experience with being young and crazy, but in 
process, unintentionally hurting those close to you. “It’s kind of like a guilt trip song,” she explained. 
“Every time I perform it, I actually feel a lot better because it’s like stating my sins.” 
 
“Stuck Like A…” takes the chaotic sound Neaux built and repurposes it into something brighter and more 
dynamic. Compared to the past, Kay’s writing comes together more naturally and honest. “I don’t have to 
try and that’s new for me,” she said. “Whatever comes out, comes out.” 
 
This sonic middle-ground Neaux tread has introduced Kay to an entirely new world. While she once spent 
the summer gallivanting across the country for the Vans Warped Tour, Neaux have spread their wings 
within the D.I.Y. community. “Everything was so perfect and pretend,” Kay recalled. From booking tours 
to filming and editing music videos, Kay and Fit have worked together to make Neaux shine in this light.  
 
Despite the mixed emotions Kay had about VersaEmerge, she still looks back on it fondly. A specific tour 
memory she recalled shook her up enough to inspire a song. After spending a night prancing noisily 
through a cemetery, Kay returned home only to feel like something sinister had followed. “It was like this 
darkness hanging out in the corner. I remember being in my room and feeling so insane that I screamed 
and ran out of my room,” she said. “I was so fucked up about it and it was real to me. It took my safe 



space and made it unsafe.” After refusing to sleep in her room the month she was home, Kay then crafted 
the song “Up There” off 2010’s Fixed At Zero. 
 
Neaux have established a darker, more experimental sound that challenges them to work creatively and 
organically. Though Kay and Fit were brought up on different spectrums of the music scene, their 
experiences meld together into something uniquely their own. “It’s just fun, you know?” smiled Kay. 
“For me personally, I hated music for the past few years because I got really burned out on it. And now I 
have fun doing it again.” 
 

 


